« With a great concentration this generous cuvee reveals a delicate structure ensuring a promising future
while pleasure can also be immediate.»

La Bourgeoise is a selection of very old
Pinot Noir vines planted on southwest
facing
flinty-clay
hills.
Historically, the names of the plots, first
worked
by
the
monks of
Saint-Satur, giving this wine were
affectionately called “les Bourgeoises”.
That is why, in the eighties, this name was
given to the new cuvee made from this
selected parcels. Flinty soils give wines
with a great minerality, intensity and an
excellent ageing potential.

Alcoholic fermentation is performed in
vats for 10 to 14 days at
temperatures between 26 and 32°c.
Throughout this process, the cap is
punched and the must pumped over twice
daily so as to maximize the
extraction of color and tannins.
Malolactic fermentation takes place in
Tronçais forest oak barrels. When completed, the wine is racked and barrel aged
for 10 to 12 months.
Once bottled, this wine will age 8 to
24 months (depending on the vintage) in
our cellar before being released.

Terroir : Silex
Ageing potential: 7 to 8 years
Best served at : 13-16°C

This ruby and garnet-colored wine
develops very ripe red fruits aromas with
hints of morello cherries, plums and a
touch of vanilla. The old vines and low
yields produce a very concentrated and
well-structured cuvée heralding good
ageing potential.
Under ideal conditions, this wine could age
a decade or more.

This is a powerful Pinot. Its
development on the palate is
remarkable. It therefore asks for
cuisine that is well-spiced and able to stand
up to it. Some examples: “Preserved quail
with currants in rosemary sauce”; “Roll of
lamb with pan-sautéed wild Cèpe
mushrooms”.

92pts La Bourgeoise 2016,
Wine Enthusiast
90pts La Bourgeoise 2014,
Wine Spectator
La Bourgeoise 2014,
Vivino Wine Style Awards
91pts La Bourgeoise 2012,
Wine Enthusiast
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